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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE 

FACULTY SENATE MEETING AGENDA 

FEBRUARY 13, 2018–3:30–5:00 P.M. 

GREAT HALL, MEMORIAL UNION 

 

Present: Anderson, M.; Andreasen, C.; Armstrong, P.; Beresnev, I.; Bigelow, T.; Boyles, J.; 

Braun, S.; Brown, J.; Cantor, D.; Carr, C.; Chilcott, T.; Cliber, J.; Cornick, N; Day, T.; Delate, 

K.; Dilla, W.; Dollisso, A.; Ekkekakis, P.; Evans, J.; Faber, C.; Freeman, S.; Gassmann, A.; 

Gudmunson, C.; Hanson, V.; Herrnstadt, S.; Johnson, D.; Kimber, M.; Kreider, B.; Krier, D.; 

Looney, M.; Lutz, R.; Marcketti, S.; Martin, P.; Martin, R.; Monroe, J.; Montabon, F.; Muench, 

J.; Munkvold, G.; Ockey, G.; O’Connor, A.; Padgett-Walsh, C.; Pellack, L.; Perkins, J.; 

Peterson, D.; Rajan, H.; Roe, K.; Rosa, J.; Royston, N.; Russell, D.; Ryan, S.; Schalinske, K.; 

Schneider, I.; Schwab, C.; Seeger, C.; Sponseller, B.; Sturges, L.; Sturm, J.; Tener, J.; Wallace, 

R.; Westgate, M.; Wheeler, A.; Winer, E.; Winter, A.; Zaffarano, B.; Zarecor, K. 

 

Absent:  Al Shihabi, D.; Beitz, D.; Burke, B.; Butler, A.; Cochran, E.; Dekkers, J.; Friedel, J.; 

Hartzler, B.; Luecke, G.; Williams, C.; Yin, Y. 

 

Substitutes: D. Peterson for Bain, C.; D. Tootle for Borich, T.; C. Campbell for Fiore, A.M.; K. 

Scheel for Meissner, C.; L. Ziegler for Niemi, J.; M. Shelley for Waggoner, K.; D. Linhares for 

Zimmerman, J. 

 

Guests:  Wickert, J. (SVPP); Bratsch-Prince, D. (Assoc. Prov); VanDerZanden, A.M. (Assoc. 

Prov); Rosacker, E. (University Relations); Rippke, S. (Parliamentarian); Bell, J. (P&S Council); 

Rico-Guiterrez, R. (Dean of Design). 

 

 

I. Call to Order  

 A. Seating of Substitute Senators 

 President Day called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. and seated the substitute senators. 

 

II. Consent Agenda  

 A. Minutes of Faculty Senate Meeting – January 16, 2017 - [S17/M/4] 

 B. Agenda for February 13, 2018 - [S17/A/5] 

 C. Docket Calendar – [S17/C/5] 

 Senator Freeman moved to accept the consent agenda. Senator Wallace seconded. The 

 motion passed without dissent.  

 

III. Special Order: Update on Student Innovation Center – Dean Luis Rico-Gutierrez 

Overview:  Inspired by ISU brand of hands-on experiential student learning.  A unique 

kind of facility featuring multi-disciplinary collaboration. 140,000 sq. ft. over 5 floors.  

$84 million total cost. Ca. 50% from state of Iowa.  About ca. $17 million in private 

fundraising. Scheduled to open 2020. 
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Vision:  a destination space inspiring students to innovate through experimentation, 

interdisciplinary collaboration, and free exchange of ideas in an inclusive environment. 

 

Planned and spontaneous interaction between students and faculty.  Fixed and flexible 

spaces accommodating a wide range of users in a safe environment.  Sustainable, 

functional, flexible, resilient and adaptable. 

 

Stakeholders:  Individuals and teams with a “sketch to shelf” idea.  Included are courses, 

workshops, performances and events; entrepreneurial programs, test kitchen. Thought 

leaders in innovation will be “faculty fellows.” Social entrepreneurship. 

 

Slightly ahead of schedule on construction.  From initial proposal in 2011 to 2020 open, 

is a 9-year time frame for the building. 

 

IV. Announcements and Remarks  

  

A. Faculty Senate President  

 President Day said Regent Universities will possibly take a mid-year budget reversion 

 between $8-14 million. 

 

B.  Faculty Senate President-Elect 

President-elect Martin: all senator slots for next year have been filled.  Filling leadership 

positions in FS need to be filled soon.  Request to step up and volunteer to serve. 

Encouraging diverse representation across genders and diverse under-represented groups. 

 

C. Senior Vice President and Provost 

Governor proposed a $2.5 million cut to ISU.  Senate voted to cut Regents $14.6 million, 

allowing Regents to decide how to apportion that.  House proposal is to cut Regents by 

$8.1 million.  Community College system also has a proposed reduction.  Next step is 

reconciling differences between respective bills and get to governor.  The provost thinks 

it will move relatively quickly.  All these cuts are for the current fiscal year.   Do not 

know what fiscal 2019 will bring. 

 

First set of considerations includes reducing student financial aid, furloughs, layoffs, etc.  

Need to emphasize remarkable return on investment that ISU provides.  These cuts come 

on top of the over $11 million in cuts from 2 years ago. 

 

Larger part of our budget is tuition.  BOR will have first reading in April of the tuition 

proposal, and final reading in June. Students have been involved in base and differential 

tuition increase ideas. 

 

BOR meeting next week in Ames.  Several courses and majors will be considered and 

likely passed at this meeting. 
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 The provost highlighted several faculty accomplishments:  Jennifer Newman in 

 Mathematics, and Chad Johannes in Vet Med.  Also Michael Owen’s retirement 

 reception is this Friday at 3:00 in MU Pioneer Room. 

  

 D.  Other (P&S Council; SG; GPSS) 

P&S Council: Jessica Bell Compensation and Benefits committee passed a resolution.  

States that competitive salaries are critical for a continued strong university.  Employee 

appraisals need to be effective and timely to generate and align with raises. 

6th Professional and Scientific Annual Prof Dev. conference is 2/13/2018.  If you know a 

P&S employee who wishes to be engaged, please encourage them to run for P&S 

Council. 

 

 SG: Kara Masteller:  Question:  Are our presentations relevant to FS?  kara@iastate.edu.  

 Senator Herrnstadt:  Impact on students of actions by the legislature.  Senator Beresnev:  

 Question on SETs—info to the task force.  What do students think of this process? 

 

V. Unfinished Business  

 None. 

 

VI. New Business 

  

 A. Resolution on Climate Change [S17-14]  

Climate Change resolution:  Approved by EB.  The climate group who drafted this 

wishes to address concern that a budget crisis is the wrong time to bring this up.  We 

can affirm as a faculty our conviction that this is an important topic.  Ways out of a 

budget crisis:  increase revenue, and or decrease costs.  Believe this resolution helps 

us attract students by being a future-looking university. Climate change measures can 

be cost cutting.  Current budget crisis not as bad as it could have been because we 

switched to more efficient lighting and other sources in the past and are continually 

saving money. 

  

Senator Tener:  Brianna Burke, Kathleen Delate, Andrea Wheeler, Sarah Ryan. Also 

invited William Gutowski, and Gene Takle from GeAt.   

 

Senator Wheeler:  Not enough opportunity for students at ISU to study sustainable 

design.  We need to continue to offer good teaching environments, but also to raise 

the standard of teaching environments—how can universities become zero carbon? 

 

Senator Westgate:  why call this a climate change resolution?  Why not call it a 

carbon neutral resolution? Beresnev:  small actions such as turning off lights in 

building when few to no people are in it are a good place to start. 

 

 

VII. Open Discussion on NTE Reform  

NTE/Term Faculty Reform 

mailto:kara@iastate.edu
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This ideas that “Term” replaces NTE, that we reaffirm all term faculty as members of the 

general faculty with rights and freedoms, that we clarify and unify appt. terms and 

processes, and align reviews for Term Faculty contract renewal and advancement.  All 

generally received favorably. 

 

Establish Professor of Practice Track within the Term Faculty.  Intended for Recruiting 

from business, government or other non-academic institutions.  May not have a terminal 

degree.  Sebastian Brown:  nothing against it—see equivalencies between this and other 

tracks. 

 

Senator Roe: To maintain greater consistency between different titles, why not leave the 

descriptors as “term associate professor,” “term professor,” for example,  and take out the 

Practice/Teaching etc.? 

 

Senator Westgate:  consideration given to how people will advance through the system?  

How do we evaluate those who have expertise outside our academic system? 

 

Senator Bigelow:  Do we really need more than one rank for a professor of practice? 

Lower ranks seem not necessary. 

 

Senator Munkvold: I do not know what the duties of profs of practice would be? Senator 

Zarecor response:  some of these questions are answered in the proposal.  No assistant 

prof of practice listed.  Sustained contributions to practice for Associate and significant 

contributions for full professor. Assistant level will be a lecturer.  The title is to bring 

professionals to campus to teach and to be a liaison between ISU and professional 

networks.  Senator Cantor response:  need to bring working professionals outside of 

academia to campus to inform students and prepare them to enter the workforce in which 

the professionals are experienced. 

 

Senator Ryan:  what to do with current people who are lecturers or senior lecturers?  Are 

they now 3rd-class citizens.  Also concern that women might get slotted into one type of 

position while men get a different slot. 

 

Senator Krier:  why not adjunct professor a workable title?  What about having people 

stay to teach awhile and lose their immediate contacts with the business world?  Senator 

Dilla response:  agree there is a need for differentiation.  Most professionals who come to 

campus maintain their professional contacts strong and active. 

 

Senator Herrnstadt: the term “professor” does enhance progression through a career.  If 

we are worried about damage to tenure, we could add “term” before every NTE title.  To 

professor of practice specifically:  the people this title will attract are CEOs, board 

members of businesses, accomplished professionals for whom the title Lecturer means 

nothing. 
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President Day presented the variety of title options.  Senator Johnson in Engineering:  

Professor of Teaching implies expertise in pedagogy.  Lecturer as a problem in getting 

some external grants, whereas Assistant Professor might have better access to  grants. 

 

Senator Bigelow:  in favor of Assistant professor of teaching as more fair to colleagues 

across the university. 

 

Senator Armstrong—there is decidedly some practicality in having assistant prof of 

practice. 

 

Some positive reaction in the room to taking the practice/ instruction/teaching descriptors 

out.   

 

Some senators expressed that there seem to be too many levels of titles from which to 

choose.  Simplification would improve the measure. 

 

Senator Burke:  no differentiation between with terminal degrees and those who do not.  

Will there be a terminal spot (no higher than this) for people without terminal degrees? 

 

Senator Martin:  Worried about separation by type of title—practice/teaching.  Worried 

about unintended consequence of these regarding gender assignments. 

 

Senator Shields:  lecturers do more than just lecture.  A lecturer title is non-descriptive of 

what they actually do. 

 

Senator Zarecor:  gender assumptions are not provable or likely true.  The central focus 

should not be worry over possible future gender assignments into types of teaching roles. 

 

VIII. Good of the Order  

 None 

 

IX. Adjournment  

 Following an extension of the meeting by 15 minutes, the meeting adjourned at 5:14 p.m. 

 

 

 Respectfully submitted February 15, 2018, 

 

 Jonathan Sturm 

 Interim Faculty Senate Secretary 

 

NEXT MEETING 

TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 2018 -- 3:30-5:00 P.M. 

GREAT HALL, MU 

 


